RAISED AT FULL DRAW
BISMARCK, ND
August 7 – 9, 2019
Age 12 – 17
Cost – $150 per camper
Times: 8:00am – 5:00pm
Raised at Full Draw (RAFD) is excited to announce that we are parting with Ultimate Outdoor Adventures
Raised at Full Draw (RAFD) is excited to announce that we are parting with Ultimate Outdoor Adventures
TV to offer our first day camp style program in Bismarck, North Dakota August 2019! T
The RAFD day camp will be located at the NISHU Archery Complex. The new indoor facility is at the
same locations as the NISHU Bowmen Archery Club with the outdoor archery range. They are also
located next to the Bismarck Riverwood Golf Course. Participants will have the opportunity to earn their
Bowhunter Education certification at this camp!
Lunch will be provided each day along with snacks and drinks.
Our North Dakota camp is a day camp and offers no overnight accommodations. Participants can be
dropped off starting at 7:30am each day. Participants can be picked up until 5:30pm each day. An agenda
and other key informational items including reminders will be provided ahead of time to each participant
that is registered.
Like our overnight camp locations, the 3D archery course consists of a minimum of 15 targets with a
diverse species of North American game, challenging all levels of shooters. From rabbits and raccoons to
bears and bulls, this 3D range has it all!
The targets are strategically placed throughout the terrain to teach the best skill sets in hunting. Shooters
will be faced with a multitude of hunting situations and almost every circumstance. The certified RAFD
instructors utilize our hands-on teaching approach that allows the shooters to make the best ethical
decision for a quick clean kill.
This camp does not only teach proper shot placement and retrieval of game, it exposes the youth to
various hunting methods that will allow them to become better hunters. We teach tree stand hunting,
ground blinds, spot, and stalk hunting methods.
Our educational curriculum has been proven to give our students the best up-to-date information for them
to succeed in outdoor sports. If you’re looking for the most hands-on and informative hunting camp you
have ever imagined, you have come to the right place.
Turning today’s youth into tomorrow’s future. Welcome to Raised at Full Draw a hands-on and informative
hunting camp you have ever imagined.

